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Assembly Instructions
Bottom
End Hole

Easier when done with two people.

Step 8 To hide the barrel nuts, loosen the bolts at each end and rotate pole C so
that the nuts are facing the floor. Screw to tighten.

Step 1 Thread the two ground poles through the fabric slots at bottom of the tent.
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Step 2 Select one pole A and one pole B for front of tent. Make sure the tent
poles are top side up. Thread poles through available openings in front of tent.
Pole A goes in the opening on the right and pole B on the left.
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Step 9 Direct the ends of tent pole D into the recessed holes at the bottoms of A
and B. They don’t need to lock in place.
Enjoy!

Step 3 Thread tent pole C through the opening along the top of the tent.
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Step 4 Hold A in front of B and cross tent poles so that pole B fits into the angled
slot on pole A. Fit end of pole C into the circle recess on pole B and hold all three
firmly together.
Step 5 For ease of assembly, rotate tent pole C so that the barrel nut hole is
facing up. Place barrel nut into the available barrel nut hole on the outside of
pole C. Rotate the barrel nut so that the opening in the nut is aligned with the
hole at the end of tent pole C. When properly aligned the slot in the outer face of
the bolt will be parallel to the length of the pole.
Step 6 Still holding all three tent poles together. Thread the decorative bolt
through the aligned holes in tent poles A, B and C. Screw to tighten.
Step 7 Repeat steps 1-6 for the rear end of the tent.

ENTIRELY ORIGINAL.
DESIGN FOR
A SUSTAINABLE CULTURE.
The Field Tent is part of the Wilderness Collection, a collaboration between Kalon
Studios and Nico Nico. These beautiful, practical tools are inspired by traditional
expedition tackle and the rugged intellectuals of America’s early naturalist
movement. Made from the classic, natural materials of wood, leather and canvas.
All pieces in the collection are designed to open up a child’s fantasy world and to
set no boundaries on creativity. Pairs with the Backcountry Stool.
www.kalonstudios.com | www.niconicoclothing.com

